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introduction

introduction
Portfolio construction has advanced by leaps and bounds in the years since Harry Markowitz first invented the discipline of Modern Portfolio Theory in 1952 with his paper
“Portfolio Selection.” According to these ideas, the overall goal for any portfolio is to find
the “efficient frontier”: that is the combination of assets and asset classes that maximize
returns given an investors risk tolerance. Modern financial advisors can rely on risk analysis tools coupled with financial planning software to customize a portfolio for any client’s time line and risk sensitivity -- tools that Markowitz and other pioneers of Modern
Portfolio Theory could only dream about.
However, for Americans abroad such customization is complicated by several additional
factors that the founders of Modern Portfolio Theory likely never anticipated including
finding US tax compliant investments (most notably the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act -- FATCA-- which also had the unintended consequence of drawing attention to
pre-existing U.S. tax laws) and local tax and compliance restrictions. This paper examines
how cross-border financial advisors can effectively construct a compliant and efficient
and modern portfolio for American investors abroad; moreover, for American investors
abroad it outlines the constraints they face so that should they choose to manage their
own portfolio they can avoid the pitfalls that many investors who live abroad have encountered. The paper will first examine the chief goals for any portfolio constructed for
an American abroad and then explain a clear and strategic method for constructing such
a portfolio.
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F irst
C ompliance
and
Tax
E fficiency

If an asset is classified as a PFIC (according to sections 1291 to 1297
of the United States tax code), a
United States tax-payer is required
to file IRS form 8621 for each PFIC
owned.

A merican

A Passive Foreign Investment
Company is a company that either
has greater than 75% of its income
from passive sources (namely:
stocks, bonds, or passive real estate investments) or more holds
more than 50% of its assets in
these passive investments.

A broad :

What is a PFIC?

If the funds are held in a brokerage account, the American likely cannot hold either foreign or domestic mutual funds. If an American were able to open a brokerage
account in their country of residence (say an American
living in the United Kingdom opens a brokerage account
with a UK brokerage firm -- Vanguard UK, for instance),
and buy local mutual funds, the UK funds would be considered Passive Foreign Investment Companies (even if
they are a copy of a US fund or owned US stocks) and
would be taxed-- yearly-- at the highest individual income
tax rate in the United States (currently 37.8% versus the
15% or 20% that is generally associated with American
capital gains tax rates). Moreover, each Passive Foreign
Investment Company would require specialized reporting that is estimated by the IRS to take up to 20 hours per
fund. Such reporting and taxes are not limited to mutual
funds, but include many pooled investment products including Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), REITs, and certain
mining companies. Indeed, should an investor attempt
to buy products through their own offshore company (in
the case of a small business owner) they could turn their
own business into a Passive Foreign Investment Company: This would lead to significant complications and tax
headaches for your average everyday investor.

A mericans

Investments can be tax friendly in the United States in one of two ways. As we will discuss below,
should the investments be held in a tax-friendly wrapper - a pension or foreign retirement fund
- they will likely be compliant in the United States, though there are exceptions (see our paper on
Foreign Pension investing for Americans Abroad). However, if the investments are not in a foreign
retirement or pension fund but are rather in a standard brokerage fund, several additional rules
and complications must be overcome.

for

The first and most important general principle that Americans abroad must face is that their portfolio must be compliant in the United States. There are several reasons for this: the most important
is that America is nearly unique in the world, because it taxes its citizens based on citizenship. That
means no matter where in the world they live, Americans must file American taxes and hold investments that are tax-friendly in the United States.

G oal

First Goal for Americans Abroad:
American Compliance and Tax
Efficiency
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However, there are still several options of US compliant investments for Americans abroad depending on their situation. The two chief options are separately managed accounts (SMAs) or Exchange
Traded Funds (ETFs). Depending on the investor’s situation, each can be an excellent option to manage currency.

for

United States mutual funds are generally restricted from being sold outside of the United States,
because of covenants listed in the Mutual Funds’ prospectus (the legal document the mutual fund
company files in order to sell a mutual fund). Under the terms of their prospectus, most United
States mutual funds contain a clause that states the mutual fund is not to be purchased outside of
the United States. For a long period of time, these contractual clauses were ignored, but recent U.S.
and foreign legislation (including FATCA in the United States and how it has been coupled with laws
concerning “Know Your Client” (KYC) along with EU regulations such as Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD))

G oal

american compliance and
tax efficiency

F irst

(continued)

Tax
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Moreover, several countries place restrictions on
foreign mutual funds just as the US does. Such
foreign mutual funds can be taxed at a higher rate
when they are sold or pay dividends than local mutual funds (which are in turn highly taxed in the United States) or can be assessed additional annual tax
penalties. However, for a variety of reasons (notably
because they are bought and sold on an exchange
and are thus frequently treated like stocks for the
purposes of local laws), ETFs do not encounter such
taxation. Recently, the purchases of new ETFs have
been restricted for clients with addresses in the European Union due to PRIIPs (see our blog post , It is
2019, Do You Know Where Your KIDs (Key Information Documents) Are? at http://usexpatinvesting.com/educational-materials-for-ex-pats). However, in those cases, investors can use Separately
Managed Accounts, direct indexing, bond ladders
and other strategies involving individual securities.

G oal :

While the restriction on mutual funds may at first be
viewed as a headache for Americans abroad, it actually makes meeting the second goal of local tax efficiency and compliance easier. In many cases, local
legislation restricts the use of foreign mutual funds
or causes them to be taxed at a higher rate. Second,
as many U.S. investors often discover, Mutual Funds
can frequently create unexpected tax bills and such
unexpected tax bills can be a problem when investors discover that they are paying taxes at a significantly higher tax rate locally than in the United
States. For instance, the capital gains tax rate in
Germany is 26.375% versus the United States’ 15%.
By holding individual securities and ETFs, which are
not structured in the same way as Mutual Funds and
consequently don’t pay out annual “Realized Capital
Gains,” an investor can manage their tax exposure
more effectively and perhaps even defer gains until
they move back to the United States and pay the
lower US capital gains tax rate to access their funds.

S econd

Second Goal:
Local Country
Tax Efficiency
and Compliance
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third goal: build a diversified portfolio that corresponds to your risks and
risk tolerance

to
risks and
risk
tolerance

Instead, a well-built portfolio for Americans abroad should begin with two questions: “How much do you need” and “when do you need it?” These questions can
be used to identify a number of important issues for Americans living and moving
abroad including house purchases, college for their children, parental care and retirement and can be used to identify the various risks they face beyond market risk
in order to develop sub-strategies within the portfolio for how much each risk can
affect their goals.

your

When financial advisors and investors discuss risk they have a very specific set of
ideas involved and these risks are often condensed in discussions with clients as a
question that is frequently stated as “How much can you tolerate losing in any given
market event?” Given this constraint, an advisor will then construct a portfolio using
stocks, bonds and alternative asset classes to attempt to match that risk tolerance.
For many advisors, despite additional jargon or questions or software, this is the
extent of their risk analysis. However, this is not a sufficient method for portfolio
construction.
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and with what regularity such money movements
will occur. For instance, for retirement funds for
an individual who is planning on retiring outside
of the United States should be handled differently than for an investor who is retiring in the
United States. Additionally, investors who have
nearer term goals (such as buying a house) will
want to construct a portfolio that eliminates as
many risks as possible including currency risk. In
such cases, simply “moving the money to dollars
and then back” will expose investors to unnecessary risk-- even if it is claimed that “currency
doesn’t matter” or their investments themselves
fully hedge currency moves. Currency exchange
is a risk and effective investors need a strategy
Currency risk is one that can be mitigated at vary- for all of the currency risks across their varying
ing costs dependent on the timeline. The first step time horizons.
in such an analysis is to start by identifying when

that

Most Americans living, moving or retiring abroad
are immediately aware of a risk that isn’t covered
by the traditional “how much can you tolerate
losing” framework: currency risk. I’m receiving
money in Euros, but am expected to invest in dollars; how do I manage the risk that I’m converting
my money to dollars when the dollar is strong?
How do I manage my withdrawals from a USbased account when I know the dollar is weak?
Consequently, a comprehensive portfolio for an
American abroad (or any cross-border investor)
needs to develop a cost-effective strategy that
addresses the risks inherent in moving from one
currency to another.

portfolio

currency risk

diversified

However, another significant risk means that investors (and particularly Americans outside of
the risk) cannot simply hold on to cash or currency and store it under their mattress: inflation
risk. Modern currency is built to be used and in
order to encourage individuals to use their accumulated money, currency is worth less tomorrow
than today: a dollar will buy less in ten years than
today. This means that the strategy that many
Americans have of simply holding foreign currency in order to avoid the special risk that they face
(currency risk) is not a valuable strategy.

a

The most general risk is the one identified in the
question above: market risk. That is the risk that
the stock market in general will go down because
of poor economic performance or geo-political
conditions (this is also known as sovereign risk).
In most cases, such risk is mitigated by holding
a diversified portfolio: by holding a variety of asset classes diversified across a variety of markets, a well-built portfolio will limit the chance
that a downturn in any single market will affect
the portfolio as a whole. Additionally, this risk is

also mitigated by actively assessing an investors’
holding period: while global markets can behave
very similarly, in the long-run a diversified portfolio will limit this risk.

build

All too often the only time horizon that advisors
contemplate is retirement. However, most people have a variety of items they are saving for:
house, car, vacation. Accordingly, a well-constructed portfolio will be designed to handle
these multiple horizons and risks.
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Constructing "the" portfolio

a
tolerance

Investors should seek funds that are low in cost relative to their peers and categories and are tax
efficient. In general, ETFs meet both of these goals. Investors should also consider whether they
would prefer immediate income from their portfolio or would prefer to defer income for as long
as possible.

risk

•

risks and

Take a “buy and hold” approach rather than one that attempts to time the markets. Overall, market timing requires an investor be right twice: once concerning entrance and once concerning exit.
Taxes, trading and other costs mean that an investor needs to be significantly right more than 50%
of the time in order to match the long-term returns of a strategically allocated portfolio.

your

•

to

The bulk of the portfolio should be invested in a globally diversified manner. Such a portfolio will
both perform best over full market cycles and will also match the varying currency needs that investors will have. For this reason, cross-border investors should avoid currency-hedged funds.

corresponds

•

that

Generally, an investor should consider the following key points for their investment portfolio
using investments which are compliant and tax-efficient in their current situation:

portfolio

This will be discussed in further depth when discussing what assets should be held where, but
there are general principles to constructing the portfolio. The first and second, as discussed, is
to identify the various financial goals for the portfolio and then analyze the situation. (At Walkner
Condon, we refer to this as GAPP.) In the course of that process an investors’ tolerance for risk is
identified and the various cash flow needs are also identified. The next step is to determine what
type of investments are suitable for the investor and what type of investments should be used.

diversified

Given the various factors addressed above, it should be clear that there is not a single “portfolio”
for the American abroad. Given the unique risks they face, the first strategy should be to determine the various cash flows they need and when they will need them and then identify the most
important risks involved in those situations. Accordingly, there may not be a single portfolio, but
a few portfolios that meet the various risks they face and correspond to their various cash flows.

Following these guidelines, a portfolio should be designed that gives exposure to major asset classes
(Stocks, Bonds, and alternative asset classes) that is in line with an investors’ risk and time horizon.

However, designing an overall asset selection and allocation strategy is only part of the consideration for Americans abroad as they must also consider which accounts (US brokerage or IRAs;
foreign pensions) should hold which investments. Especially as certain accounts may offer investments that are either not available in a particular country or are at least less tax efficient.
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Constructing "the" portfolio

your
risks and
risk
tolerance

However, such considerations are multiplied for investors abroad. For instance, retirement accounts
are generally covered by tax treaty between the United States and the local country. In such cases,
PFIC regulations don’t apply and investors can purchase a local currency bond fund (one that might
otherwise be a PFIC) in their local retirement accounts to both diminish currency risk and complete
their bond allocation within their portfolio. Moreover, an investor might wish to purchase a fund
that would otherwise not be a fit with the regulations of their current country, but would be protected by the retirement account treaty.

to

Such principles coincide with American considerations as well. Generally, American investors planning for retirement will want to hold interest bearing assets (such as bonds) in their retirement accounts as this will both lower their current tax bill and, because interest and withdrawals from IRAs
and 401(k)s are taxed at the income tax rate an investor won’t be forfeiting the benefits of the lower
capital gains tax rate when they sell equities or receive dividends.

To give another example, a traditional guideline for American investors is to place the highest growth
investments in a Roth IRA. Investors are counseled to do this for two reasons: generally a Roth is
the last retirement account touched by an investor and as the withdrawals are tax free an investor wants as much tax free growth as possible. However, while this might be an effective strategy
should they retire in the United States, certain foreign jurisdictions tax withdrawals just like those
from a traditional IRA, meaning that many of the Roth’s benefits might not apply. Moreover, in certain countries, the Roth is included in a “wealth tax” on an investors’ net worth, while the IRA is not.
These are a sample of the considerations facing Americans living, working and investing outside
of the United States when it comes to aligning their accounts with their long-term strategic goals.
However, simply assessing accounts and investing the monies in the accounts is not the end of the
complications.
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the portfolio won’t adversely affect their longterm goals (for instance, in a stock bear market,
an investor will want to avoid a situation where
they have to withdraw from equities in order to
meet their cash flow needs). On the other hand,
more aggressive investors may want to limit their
re-balancing to points target percentages which
However, before addressing those, it should be will limit portfolio fluctuations, but most impornoted that one of the key components of any tantly maximize returns.
plan is maintaining the ability to stick to it. That
is, avoiding panic selling when markets are down Likewise, at those moments when they need to
or not sticking to a schedule of moving or saving access their cash, investors will want a defined
money to their accounts. These small deviations strategy concerning how to distribute their assets
can mark big changes in investor performance. and from where their assets should be pulled.
Indeed, in a study on what financial advisors add Generally, such withdrawals such aim to return
to their clients’ performance, Vanguard estimat- the portfolio to neutral weight (that is its origied this sort of “behavioral coaching” as being nal allocation targets). Generally, for Americans
worth up to 1.5% annually.
in the United States, such decisions can also be
made in light of the tax exposures of their variThere are additional modifications that need to ous retirement accounts. However, in those casbe made as over time a portfolio can stray from es where investors have multiple accounts with
its targets as equities will generally outperform multiple currency exposures and multiple tax
bonds, which will lead to an investor inadvertent- rules, the process becomes more complicated.
ly assuming more risk than they had planned. Thus, an effective strategy will both recognize
An important part of portfolio management is the various tax considerations and currency confirst developing a consistent re-balancing strat- siderations, while simplifying the possible choicegy and then maintaining it in order to not cre- es and limiting risks. In many cases, clients will
ate unwanted risk in their portfolio. Depending need strategies that are both defined (in terms
on where they are in their lives, investors may of local and U.S. tax considerations) and flexible
wish to limit risk exposure by re-balancing more (to respond to changing currency conditions and
frequently thus ensuring their withdrawals from markets).

a

Once the portfolio is constructed, there are additional considerations, both in terms of ongoing
maintenance and then handling when cash needs
to be withdrawn. This section will highlight key
considerations for Americans abroad in each of
these situations.

build

Rebalancing and strategic drawdowns

goal :

(continued)
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Conclusion
Many Americans abroad are unaware of the possible problems that their move abroad might cause
in their portfolio and this guide addressed some of those, though there are additional financial
planning issues such as gifting and estate planning along with tax reporting and other requirements
that Americans abroad should consider. Portfolio construction and financial planning for American
expats can be daunting at first, but like most tasks in life can be broken into manageable pieces for
those who take the time to develop an effective plan after addressing their risks.
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